
The Headmaster orders: 

1) the suspension of all classroom activities from 15th March 2021 (included) for 15 days and the simultaneous 

activation of distance teaching for all classes and sections of the Institute in the form and manner established 

by the teachers' board; 

2) the possible activation of face-to-face teaching for pupils in all classes in the case of pupils with disabilities; 

the families of these pupils will be contacted by the support teachers. The families of these pupils will be 

contacted by the support teachers. A timetable will then be drawn up for the rotation of the attendance 

subgroups accompanying the pupil. Pupils in these subgroups will - however - be allowed to stay at home; 

3) the authorisation to carry out teaching from teachers' homes, in order to limit staff mobility and reduce the 

load on the school's network connection. Teachers who have connectivity problems at their residence and/or 

domicile and who make an explicit request to the headmaster's office will be able to carry out their lessons 

within the school. 

4) Students must connect from home with a PC, TABLET or SMARTPHONE using the GoogleMeet application 

with the GSUITE credentials already in the possession of individual students (@ic12golosine.education 

account), respecting the connection times shown in the following tabletable below:  

SECONDARY SCHOOL 

1 ora pausa 2 ora pausa 3 ora pausa 4 ora pausa 5 ora pausa 6 ora 

7:45 

8:30 
15’ 

8:45 

9:30 
15’ 

9:45 

10:30 
15’ 

10:45 

11:30 
15’ 

11:45 

12:30 
15’ 

12:45 

13:30 

 

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

 Classi prime Classi dalle seconde alle quinte 

Prima ora 
9:00/9:45 (seconda ora 

sul RE) 
9:00/9:45 (seconda ora sul RE) 

Seconda ora 
10:00/10:45 (terza ora 

sul RE) 
10:00/10:45 (terza ora sul RE) 

Terza ora - 

11:00/11:45 (quarta ora sul 

RE) o in alternativa dalle 15:00 

alle 15:45 (ottava ora sul RE) 

 

5) during GoogleMeet connections with teachers, pupils are asked to: 

🡺 To be punctual in Googlemeet connections 

🡺 Make the connection from an appropriate learning environment 



🡺 Attend connections with camera on 

🡺 Report to connections with books, notebooks and materials needed for the lesson 

🡺 Wear headphones to avoid interference with background noise 

 

6) Please note that if the student does not have the "devices" needed to attend distance learning, the family 

must contact the school office as soon as possible by email vric88300q@istruzione.it or by phone 045950811 


